Potential phosphorus and arsenic mobilization from Bangladesh soils by particle dispersion.
Besides dissolution, particle dispersion and mobilization can substantially contribute to element transfer from soils to waters. The dispersibility of the fine particulate and the associated potential losses of P and As from Bangladesh soils of the Ganges and Meghna floodplains have been evaluated with a simple dispersion test. The dispersible fraction was greater for the coarse-textured soils from the Meghna floodplain and increased with particle charge density. Particulate phosphorus (PP) and As (PAs) were the dominant forms in the dispersion, dissolved P and As being scarce to negligible. The PP and PAs were related to the amount of dispersed particulate, oxalate-extractable iron and, respectively, to the water-extractable P or phosphate-extractable As. Although reductive dissolution is reported as the main mechanism of As mobilization during prolonged monsoon flooding, the transfer in particulate form could potentially represent a major pathway for P and As transfer from soils to waters in oxic environments after sudden, extreme events. Since the frequency of extreme rainfall and floods is increasing because of the climate changes, and the intensified land cultivation is enhancing soil disturbance, larger contributions of particulate runoff to element migration from soils to waters could be expected in the future.